Abstract. We present a method to compute the two-point functions for an O(N) scalar field model in de Sitter spacetime, avoiding the well known infrared problems for massless fields. The method is based on an exact treatment of the Euclidean zero modes and a perturbative one of the nonzero modes, and involves a partial resummation of the leading secular terms. This resummation, crucial to obtain a decay of the correlation functions, is implemented along with a double expansion in an effective coupling constant √ λ and in 1/N. The results reduce to those known in the leading infrared approximation and coincide with the ones obtained directly in Lorentzian de Sitter spacetime in the large N limit. The new method allows for a systematic calculation of higher order corrections both in √ λ and in 1/N.
Introduction
The analysis of interacting quantum fields in de Sitter (dS) spacetime is relevant to understand different aspects in cosmology, both in the early universe and in the present period of accelerated expansion. Indeed, quantum effects could induce large corrections during inflation, including non-Gaussianities in the cosmic microwave background. They could also produce nonnegligible contributions to the present cosmological constant, or could lead to instabilities of dS solutions to the semiclassical Einstein equations, in which the mean value of the stress tensor associated to the quantum fields is used as a source. The case of light or massless fields is of particular importance, because it is in this case that perturbative calculations fail due to the infrared (IR) growth of the correlation functions.
The case of a free scalar field already shows some peculiarities that occur in dS spacetime. For massive fields, it is possible to define a dS-invariant vacuum state (the so called Bunch-Davies vacuum). For this state, the Feynman propagator reads
where ν = 9/4 − m 2 /H 2 and r = [−(η − η ′ ) 2 + | x − x ′ | 2 ]/ηη ′ (in comoving coordinates). In the limit r → +∞, i.e. at large spatial separations or late times, the massive free propagator decays as
Expanding the propagator for masses much smaller than the Hubble constant m 2 ≪ H 2 , the result behaves as G (0)
. There is a divergence for m → 0 (which is not present in Minkowski spacetime), and after subtracting this divergent term, the corresponding massless Feynman propagator
shows a logarithmic divergence as r → +∞. We see that the massless limit is not smooth: the behavior of the propagator is completely different in the IR. Moreover, for strictly massless fields there is no dS-invariant vacuum state [1] . When considering interacting fields (for instance a λφ 4 theory), the usual perturbative calculations involve the above mentioned propagators. It can be shown that a diagram with L loops will be proportional to (λH 2 /m 2 ) L [2] . Therefore, the usual perturbative calculations break down for light (m 2 ≪ λH 2 ) or massless quantum fields. There have been several attempts to cure the IR problem, all of them introducing some sort of nonperturbative approach. For instance, in the so called stochastic approach [3] (which is based on a classical treatment of the long wavelength modes), nonperturbative results can be obtained at the leading IR order (i.e. at leading order in the coupling constant) by neglecting the interactions of the short wavelength modes. In the context of QFT in Lorentzian de Sitter spacetime, the nonperturbative approaches are based on the mean field (Hartree) approximation [4] , the large N expansion [5] , the analysis of the Schwinger-Dyson equation using a physical momentum decomposition [6] or the exact renormalization group equation [7] . A well known (nonperturbative) result is that interaction terms in the potential turn on a dynamical mass, and one can obtain finite and de Sitter invariant correlation functions even for minimally coupled massless fields. However, in none of these approaches, there is a clear systematic way of computing corrections beyond the leading IR approximation. The main inconvenients are of technical nature.
An alternative and simpler approach emerges for quantum fields in Euclidean de Sitter space. As this is a compact space, the modes of a quantum field are discrete, and the origin of the IR problems can be traced back to the zero mode [8] : the IR behavior improves if the zero mode is treated exactly while the nonzero modes (UV modes in what follows) are treated perturbatively. Using this idea, it has been shown that in the massless λφ 4 theory one obtains a dynamical squared mass for the field that in the leading IR limit is proportional to √ λH 2 . Indeed, in the Euclidean space, this mass cures the IR problems. Moreover, a systematic perturbative procedure for calculating the n-point functions has been delineated in Ref. [9] , where it was shown that, for massless fields, the effective coupling is √ λ instead of λ. It has been pointed out that this procedure together with an analytical continuation could be used to cure the IR problems also in the Lorentzian de Sitter spacetime, and in particular to obtain n-point functions that respect the de Sitter symmetries. However, so far explicit calculations have been restricted to obtaining corrections to the variance of the zero mode, which has no analog quantity in the Lorentzian de Sitter spacetime. The main concern here is to present an explicit calculation of the inhomogeneous two-point functions of the scalar fields which, after the analytical continuation, lead to two-point functions respecting the de Sitter symmetries.
In a recent work [10] , we presented a generalization of the approach of Ref. [9] to the case of O(N) scalar field theory, including a detailed calculation of the corrections to the two-point functions up to second order in the parameter √ λ. We extended the nonperturbative treatment performing a resummation of the leading IR secular terms, that produces the proper decay of the two-point functions at large distances. When this resummation is combined with an expansion both in √ λ and 1/N, it is possible to compute systematically the corrections coming from the interactions of both IR and UV sectors. In what follows we will summarize our findings in Ref. [10] , emphazising the main concepts and avoiding technical details.
O(N) model in Euclidean de Sitter space
We will consider an O(N)-symmetric model with action
where the fields φ a , with a = 1, .., N, are the components of an element of the adjoint representation of the O(N) group, and the sum over repeated indices is implied. Euclidean de Sitter space is obtained from Lorentzian de Sitter space in global coordinates by performing an analytical continuation t → −i(τ − π/2H) and a compactification in imaginary time τ = τ + 2πH −1 . The resulting metric is that of a d-sphere of radius H −1
where θ = Hτ. Due to the symmetries and compactness of this space, the field can be expanded in
We generalize to the O(N) model the method developed in [8] and [9] for a single field, for which the constant zero modes φ 0a play a crucial role. We split the fields as φ a (x) = φ 0a +φ a (x) as well as the free propagator G
where nowĜ (m) ab has the property of being finite in the IR (m 2 → 0). The interaction part of the action takes the following form:
Here |φ 0 | 2 = φ 0a φ 0a and V d is the total volume of Euclidean de Sitter space in d-dimensions, which is finite thanks to the compactification.
In order to compute the quantum correlation functions of the theory we define the generating functional in the presence of sources J 0a andĴ a ,
where we introduced the shorthand notation
is defined as the exact generating functional of the theory with the zero modes alone, and it gives the leading IR contribution. Note that, as the zero modes are constant on the sphere, their kinetic terms vanish, and Z 0 [J 0 ] involves only ordinary integrals, which allows it to be exactly computed in several interesting cases following Ref. [8] . The corrections beyond the leading IR approximation come fromS int which encondes the interaction among the zero and UV modes.
The effective potential gives valuable information about how the quantum fluctuations around a background fieldφ influence its behavior. We are interested in particular in the generation of a dynamical mass due to quantum effects. Up to quadratic order it can be shown that
This is an exact property of the Euclidean theory valid for all N and λ, which shows that the dynamical mass m dyn , defined by the above equation, is related to the inverse of the variance of the zero modes. A case of great interest is when the fields are massless at tree level, m = 0, as it is in this case in which the perturbative treatment becomes ill-defined. The nonperturbative treatment of the zero modes ensures that these modes acquire a dynamical mass, avoiding the IR divergence associated to the free two-point functions in the massless limit. Indeed, the n-point functions of the zero modes can be exactly computed from Z 0 [J 0 ] to be
which exhibit no IR divergences. This equation shows a scaling of the form φ 0 ∼ λ −1/4 , making the perturbative expansion of the UV modes to be in powers of √ λ. At the leading IR order the interaction between the zero and UV modes in Eq. (9) can be neglected,
For N = 1, we recover the result of [8] , which is also the one from the stochastic approach [3] .
Corrections from the UV modes to the two-point functions
We will now show the results of computing the two-point functions of the full scalar fields including up to the second perturbative correction coming from the UV modes. Corrections to the leading order result come from expanding the exponential withS int in Eq. (9). We split the two-point functions of the total fields φ a into UV and IR parts
where the cross-terms vanish by orthogonality. In what follows we compute each part separately. The expression for the UV part of the propagator can be simplified considerably using that the integrals of free UV propagators in Euclidean space can be expressed in terms of derivatives of a single propagator with respect to its mass:
Using this, one can show that the UV part reads
while the two-point functions for the zero modes (IR part) are In the limit N → ∞ these results are compatible with the two-point functions of the full fields, Eq. (13), being equal to massive free de Sitter propagators with a dynamical mass
Beyond the LO contribution in 1/N, the two-point functions have a more complicated structure than that of a free field.
Resumming the leading IR secular terms to the two-point functions
It is worth to note that the free UV propagators that build up the expressions of the two-point functions of the UV modes, Eq. (15), are massless. After performing the analytical continuation to the Lorentzian spacetime, this leads to an IR enhanced behavior at large distances. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the nonperturbative treatment to resum the leading IR secular terms. In order to achieve this, we need to perform a resummation of diagrams that give mass to the UV propagators present in Eq. (15). It can be shown that it is enough to take into account only a subclass of diagrams: those coming from the interaction term that is quadratic in both φ 0 andφ,
The remaining terms inS int are still treated perturbatively. We start by rewritting the generating functional Eq. (9) by grouping this term with the other terms quadratic inφ, as part of the "free" generating functional of the UV modes,
where now the "free" UV propagatorĜ ab (φ 0 ) has a φ 0 -dependent mass,
and whereS int =S int − S (2) int has the remaining interaction terms that are treated perturbatively. In order to compare with the results of the previous section, it is enough to keep terms up to order λ. Therefore, it is necessary to include perturbatively only the first correction coming from the term
and so the generating functional of Eq. (19) reduces to
Now we proceed to calculate the connected two-point functions of the UV modes,
which we split in two contributions, according to the interaction term that we are treating perturbatively. The calculation is technically involved, and we refer the reader to Ref. [10] for details. After a careful diagramatic analysis and proper renormalization we arrive at
All of the series above can be resummed order by order in 1/N, for which we need to expand the summands in 1/N. Doing this, the full result for the connected two-point functions of the UV modes up to order λ and N −1 , with a partial resummation of the infinite subset of diagrams, is:
. Here, all the UV propagators at separated points now have a mass squared of order √ λ. The only instance of a massless UV propagator has its coincidence limit taken, and it is therefore just a finite constant factor with no IR issues. These are our main results. It was verified as a cross-check that this expression reduces to the perturbative one of Eq. (15), upon expanding the latter at NLO in 1/N. A noteworthy observation is the presence of some propagators whose squared mass is three times that of the others, something which could not have been anticipated from the perturbative result. The large distance behaviour of the two-point functions ultimately depends on the masses of the free propagators that build up the expression, m One can see that the Lorentzian 2-point functions corresponding to our results Eqs. (16) and (26) coincide with the ones of Ref. [6] when expanded up to the corresponding order, the latter given by 
Conclusions
In this work we considered an interacting O(N) scalar field model in d-dimensional Euclidean de Sitter space, paying particular attention to the IR problems that appear for massless and light fields. We presented an extension of the approach of Refs. [8, 9] to the O(N) model. The zero modes are treated exactly while the corrections due to the interactions with the UV modes are computed perturbatively. The calculation of the two-point functions of the field shows that the exact treatment of the zero modes cures the IR divergences of the usual massless propagator: the two-point functions becomes de Sitter invariant.
Although the massless UV propagator is de Sitter invariant, its Lorentzian counterpart exhibits a growing behavior at large distances, invalidating the perturbative expansion in this limit. This problem can be fixed in the leading order large N limit by resumming the higher order corrections: one can show that the final result corresponds to two-point functions of free fields with a self-consistent mass. However, the NLO contains derivatives of the free propagator of the UV modes. The behavior of the correlation functions in the IR limit can be improved by performing a resummation of a class of diagrams that give mass to the UV propagator. Higher order corrections can be systematically computed in a perturbative expansion in powers of both √ λ and 1/N. We presented explicit results up to second order in √ λ and NLO in 1/N. Our results reduce to the ones obtained by other nonperturbative approaches at leading IR order in √ λ, and coincides with that of the Hartree approximation in the large N limit up to the second order in √ λ. Beyond the leading IR order, a consistent treatment of the UV sector becomes necessary. The use of the Euclidean path integral (which is simpler than its in-in counterpart) together with the double perturbative expansion (in √ λ and 1/N) performed in our calculations, allowed us to further include the contribution of the UV modes. Moreover, in this framework, the precision of the calculation can be systematically improved by computing higher order corrections.
We are presently working on generalizing these methods to the case of negative square mass to study the restoration of symmetry due to the strong infrared effects in de Sitter space.
